
Your Housing Group (YHG) is a North West based social housing landlord with over 29,000 homes

across the North and Midlands. They offer homes for people at various stages of their life; young

people, family homes and retirement living, and are passionate about doing the right thing for

their customers.  Because of this, working with Your Housing Group and the relationship we

developed with them was important to us as we share the same values and objectives.

We were delighted to work with Your

Housing Group on the refurbishment of

one of their Retirement Living schemes,

Heyeswood in Haydock. They wanted us

to renovate and refresh the reception,

bistro, private dining area and

communal lounge. 

As part of our interior design service we created

bespoke moodboards for consultation which were

light, colourful and modern as per the YHG brief.
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We thoughtfully selected a range of elegant fabrics 

that added texture and softness to the room, creating 

a modern, fresh look and a relaxed environment for the residents. 



For more information please contact:
neina.cave@frcgroup.co.uk  |  verity.timmins@frcgroup.co.uk

0151 702 0570  |  www.buckinghaminteriors.co.uk

We were delighted to be appointed to work with

YHG on the interior design and refurbishment of

Heyeswood Retirement Living Scheme in Haydock.

With the new design, furniture, artwork and

accessories, all the rooms were transformed,

creating beautiful spaces for the residents to

enjoy. So different and much lighter than the

previous decor.

As part of FRC Group, we were able to return their previous furniture to our warehouse for reuse

and recycling as part of our social value programme, refreshing their pre-loved items, ready for use

by somebody in need, or recycling the materials responsibly.

We are all bowled over, looks fabulous! The
rooms look so different and so light. It was a
lovely surprise for the residents when we re-

opened the lounge area for them when
Covid restrictions were lifted. They loved

the transformation and spend so much more
time in there now, which is so important to
us as we want to create places for people to

thrive. Everyone comments on how
beautiful it looks. The service and

communication from everyone involved was
excellent throughout and we are so happy!

 
Lydia Thwaites

Retirement Living Scheme Manager
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All products at Buckingham Interiors are contract quality, certified to BS Standards and all fabric

and foam are durable, stain resistant and anti-microbial and comply to Crib 5 fire retardancy, as

required by law - giving our customers assurance in the suitability of the ranges available.


